About the Heritage Music Press Interactive Whiteboard Titles
Thank you for your interest in our interactive whiteboard titles. We realize that purchasing
this kind of software without seeing it in action is challenging. To that end, we’ve provided a
sampling of screen images so that you can get a sense of what to expect from this product.
Each of our diverse interactive titles includes lots of opportunities for your students to interface
with the IWB. Students may be asked to use digital flash cards, complete matching games,
identify pitches, participate in interactive quizzes, play educational games with their classmates,
brainstorm ideas, listen to music, and move or play along. And these are just a few of the many
types of interactive activities that you will find!
Most of our IWB products include Lesson Suggestions for you to print and/or Quick Tips to
guide you through the interactive unit. Many also feature clear objectives at the start of each
unit and an easy-to-navigate template.
If you don’t have an interactive whiteboard, that doesn’t mean that you won’t find interactive
resources that will be useful to you. Some titles include a free PowerPoint version, and more
of our newest resources are being developed using Adobe Flash, which enables them to run
on any IWB or computer capable of playing Flash files. So, the time is right to get interactive!
If you would like to see some examples of interactive lessons in action, please visit
http://www.YouTube.com/TheLorenzCorporation and look for our IWB featured playlist.
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